S tochastic effects in gene expression and transcription events in mammalian cells lead to large variations in mRNA copy numbers, causing cell-to-cell variability in genetically identical cells.
1,2 A current view is that noise arising from stochastic fluctuations plays an essential role in key cellular activities. 3 For example, clonal populations of mouse multipotent progenitor cells 4 or cancer cells 5 have differential fate outcome in response to the same uniform stimulus because of heterogeneities in the dynamics of regulatory proteins, 5 in the expression level of basal signaling proteins, 4 or states of proteins regulating apoptosis. 6, 7 Tracking single-cell dynamic responses is therefore necessary to monitor stochastic fluctuations among cell populations. At present, such experiments can be technically challenging if the cells of interest are nonadherent, if stimuli need to be delivered, or if studies on long time scales are desired. Flow cytometry is often the technique of choice to measure heterogeneity of suspension cell populations, as it is high-throughput and can distinguish subpopulations of cells. However, this technology is capable of neither monitoring temporal changes within the same cell nor distinguishing population from noise due to temporal fluctuation within one cell. Quantitative time-lapse microscopy is often required for these measurements, but it presents additional challenges, such as low throughput and movement of the target cells during imaging. It is particularly challenging to image suspension cells; one could use adhesion to a solid surface by use of an artificial membrane and receptor binding, but this may alter the biological behavior of the cells. To overcome limitations of traditional real-time microscopy, microfluidics can be used to allow for increased throughput and control of cell location and extracellular conditions. Various microfluidic techniques have been developed to capture cells, retain them in a specific location, and control the environment surrounding them. Although very powerful, these methods have a limited throughput because the cell traps are spaced sparsely enough that, per view, only a small number of cells are captured, and some are difficult to implement or have side effects or other limitations. For example, active single-cell capture mechanisms use valves 8, 9 to control flow or dielectric forces with dielectrophoresis (DEP) 10, 11 or optical tweezers 12 to control the location of cells in various environments. The use of dielectric forces on living cells limits cell viability due to buffer cytotoxicity and heat damage. Passive capturing mechanisms have also been proposed that use gravity 13À16 or fluid flow 17 to direct cells into traps. Most microwell arrays rely on gravity to capture cells. Careful design of the microwells enables up to 70% single-cell capture in densely Analytical Chemistry ARTICLE packed wells, but once trapped, exposure to varying chemical solutions and manipulation of the cells are limited because the cells are not actively held in the wells. 13À16 Flow by diverting streamlines toward traps can also be used to transport and dock cells at specific locations.
17À21 Once a trap contains cells, flow toward the trap is significantly reduced, and therefore incoming cells will be diverted to the next empty trap. Optimization of trap dimensions, location, and spacing has been performed to increase capture efficiency or single-cell trapping. 18, 21, 22 However, in most designs to date, there is a compromise between cell trap density per area and single-cell capture efficiency.
To address the need for high-density and high-efficiency cell traps, we designed a microfluidic high-density single-cell capture, stimulation, and imaging platform. The design principles of this chip were adapted from our previous work for high-density single-embryo trapping 23 to accommodate single cells, using hydrodynamic flow in conjunction with a careful disposition of the cell traps in an array formed by a serpentine channel. Our device is capable of passively trapping thousands of cells in less than a minute with a single-cell loading efficiency of 95%. Cells are captured sequentially and deterministically on chip with minimal shear. At low magnification, the trap array enables tracking of hundreds of cells simultaneously over time. At high magnification, spatial information can be resolved on a few precisely located single cells. Imaging can be performed on either live or immunostained cells. We show that various soluble stimuli can be delivered to the captured cells, and the trap arrays can be easily integrated with upstream microfluidic components capable of multiplexing several experiments on a single chip. Using this microfluidic platform, we studied heterogeneity in calcium dynamics in resting and stimulated single Jurkat T cells.
' EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND MATERIALS
Fabrication of Poly(dimethylsiloxane) Devices. The microfluidic devices were fabricated by soft lithography. 24 Negative molds were fabricated by UV photolithographic processes using a negative photoresist (SU8-2010, 14À16 μm, and SU8-2002, 1.5À 3 μm thickness) (Microchem, Newton, MA). Patterned wafers were then treated with tridecafluoro-1,1,2,2-tetrahydrooctyl-1-trichlorosilane vapor (United Chemical Technologies, Bristol, PA) in a vacuum desiccator to prevent adhesion of poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning, Midland, MI) before the molding process. A PDMS mixture of A and B in 10:1 ratio was poured onto the mold to obtain a 5-mm thick layer and then fully cured at 70°C for 2 h. The PDMS was peeled off the mold and individual devices were cut to size. Medical-grade polyethylene (PE3) tubings (Scientific Commodities) were used for fluidic connections. Holes for fluidic connections were punched with 19-gauge needles. PDMS devices were plasma-bonded onto either a cover glass or slide glass depending on the application.
Cell Culture, Stimulation, and Staining. Jurkat E6-1 human acute T cell lymphoma cells (American Type Culture Collection) were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium with L-glutamine (SigmaÀ Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) with 10 mM N-(2-hydroxyethyl)-piperazine-N 0 -2-ethanesulfonic acid (HEPES), 1 mM sodium pyruvate, 1Â minimum Eagle's essential medium (MEM), and 100 units 3 mL À1 penicillinÀstreptomycin (Cellgro), supplemented with 10% certified heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (SigmaÀ Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), at 37°C in a humidified 5% CO 2 incubator. For visualization of nuclei, Jurkat cells were incubated with Hoechst 33258, at a final concentration of 1 μg 3 mL À1 , at 37°C for 20 min. Cells were checked for viability by use of live/ dead stain (Invitrogen) following manufacturer's protocol. For high-resolution microscopy, 10 6 cells were fixed in a 5% formalin solution (SigmaÀAldrich, St. Louis, MO) for 15 min at 37°C, washed three times with cold phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), and resuspended in 100 μL of ice-cold 90% methanol. Immunostaining was performed on fixed cells by use of Hoechst 3342 for DNA staining, mouse R-calnexin (Abcam) for endoplasmic reticulum (ER) staining, and rabbit R-profilin-1 (Cell Signaling) as a cytoplasmic localized protein. Incubation with the primary antibody for 1 h at room temperature was followed by three wash steps with a solution of 2% bovine serum albumin (BSA) in PBS and incubation for 40 min at room temperature with the following secondary antibodies: Alexa 488 R-mouse (Invitrogen) and goat R-rabbit TRITC (Southern Biotech).To monitor calcium signaling, Jurkat cells were incubated with 5 μM Fluo-3 (Invitrogen) for 20 min at 37°C, washed with cold PBS, and loaded into the cell traps. Trapped cells were stimulated with ionomycin (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) at various concentrations to release intracellular calcium.
Microfluidic System Operation. Before each experiment, the microfluidic devices were primed with a solution of 2% BSA in PBS to remove any air bubbles and prevent undesirable cell adhesion to the wall. A pressure difference of 3.5 kPa (5.5 kPa for devices with upstream serial-dilution gradient generator) created by gravity was used to drive the flow, resulting in an average flow rate of ∼2 μL 3 h À1 . Cell loading was obtained by pipetting 2 μL of cell suspension (5 Â 10 6 cells 3 mL
À1
) on the chip positioned on the microscope stage. Further experiments (staining, stimulation) were performed by adding 5 μL of 4Â chemicals in the inlet hole and flowing over the trapped cells for the desired time. All experiments were performed in a microcontrolled environment (temperature set at 37°C in a humidified 5% CO 2 environment).
Quantification of Trapping Efficiency. To determine trapping efficiency, devices with varying geometries were built (Figure 2 ). The height of the main channel (h mc ) was varied from 14 to 16 μm. . Data Collection and Analysis. High-resolution microscopy was performed on a 2-photon confocal microscope (Zeiss LSM 510 NLO). Time-lapse microscopy and device characterization experiments were performed on an epifluorescent (Nikon Eclipse Ti) microscope with an environment-controlled chamber. Images from individual chambers were captured sequentially by use of an automated XYZ stage with a 0.7 s delay between each chamber. Custom Matlab (MathWorks) scripts were written for semiautomated image processing. Briefly, images were cropped to contain the cell trapping area and a mask of the traps drawn from each picture by finding the areas of higher intensities. The ratio of the number of objects in the overlay of the mask on the original picture to the number of traps corresponds to the percentage of traps occupied. To discriminate traps occupied by a single cell versus multiple cells, several features were measured for each object, including area, convex area, eccentricity, solidity, perimeter, extent, and orientation. A principal leastsquares analysis (SIMCA-P, Umetrics) was run on a known data set of objects to determine the two most informative predictors of the number of cells contained in an object. The perimeter and the extent (ratio of pixels in the object to pixels in the total bounding box) were found to be the most informative. To quantify single-cell trapping efficiency, the distribution of objects in the perimeterÀextent space was fitted to a 2-component Gaussian mixture model for each chamber trap array. The maximum likelihood parameters from each of the two subpopulations were retrieved and represented respectively the percentages of singlecell objects and multiple-cell objects. Single-cell response intensities were obtained by tracking the mean intensity of each object considered as a single cell in the overlaid mask and image over time.
' RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Design of an Efficient Microfluidic Single-Cell Trap Array. To allow imaging of a large number of cells in a field of view, single cells need to be arranged with high efficiency and with uniform trapping conditions in an array of densely packed traps. To satisfy these requirements, we adapted the design principles that we previously developed for high-density embryo trapping, Analytical Chemistry ARTICLE and we achieved capture of 4000 single cells in 4.5 mm 2 in 30 s with a loading efficiency over 95%.
The microfluidic devices, made from one layer of poly-(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS), contain arrays of highly packed single-cell traps (Figure 1) . Each array consists of a wide serpentine cell-delivery channel arranged in 26-column format and an array of cross-flow channels that connect each section of the serpentine channel (Figure 1a,b) . The width (∼25 μm) and height (14 μm) of the cell-delivery channel are large enough to ensure that cells move easily without clogging. Each column includes 24 single-cell traps (Figure 1b,c) in the middle and eight dummy traps at each end (Figure 1d ). The size of the cell trap is similar to that of cell of interest, so that once a cell occupies a trap, it physically excludes the next cell and reduces the possibility of trapping more than one cell. The cell traps are connected to the 1.8 μm deep shallow cross-flow channels (Figure 1b, inset) . By minimizing space between neighboring traps (∼8 μm in a column, ∼33 μm between columns), we achieved a density of 860 traps/mm 2 , which is 2À3 orders of magnitude higher than what has been previously reported for deterministic single-cell traps (175À700 traps/cm 2 ). If flow through the traps has large variations throughout the array, the trap occupancy will be severely compromised. To make the trapping conditions uniform, we engineered the geometry of the channels so that cells experience similar flow rates near each trap. Cells passing the focusing zones along the wide delivery channel are focused toward the traps by diverging (blue arrows in Figure 1e ) and converging flow (red arrows in Figure 1e ) through the dummy traps (Figure 1d,e) . The number of dummy traps is optimized to make cells move closer to the traps after passing the focusing zone. This increases the frequency with which cells contact the traps and are loaded into them (Figure 1g) . After passing the focusing zone, cells close to a trap experience two streams: main stream (Q) flowing along the delivery channel and a stream (q) directing the cell into the trap (Figure 1f) . If the Q/q ratio is in a proper range, as described previously, 19, 21, 23 cells can be guided into the trap and docked. Once all the traps in one row are occupied, extra cells pass another cell focusing zone without getting trapped and move to the next row. Despite the proximity of the dummy traps, cells are not captured because the size of the dummy traps is smaller than that of the cells. By optimizing various geometric parameters, such as the width and height of the channels and the number of traps, we were able to achieve over 95% singlecell trapping efficiency throughout the device (Figure 1c) .
Optimization of Single-Cell Loading Efficiency. Geometries of the docking sites were optimized in order to deterministically trap a single cell per trap. A cell close to a trap experiences forces in two directions due to the combined effect of the mainstream bulk flow (Q) and the cross-flow (q); large bulk flow moves the cell along the main channel, and significant enough cross-flow guides the cell into the trap. However, with too large a cross-flow, additional cells can be forced to pile onto the already-occupied trap, reducing single-cell trapping efficiency. By optimizing the fluidic resistance of the cross-flow channel with respect to the resistance of the delivery channel, conditions for trapping a single cell in a single trap can be met.
In a previously published work, 19 spherical beads were captured hydrodynamically at the intersection of a bypass channel and a main channel. Although our trapping mechanism also relies on diverging flow from a main channel, the bypass channel is formed by a series of parallel traps so that traps can be incorporated at a higher density; additionally, the array format ensures identical flow rates throughout the entire chamber. Similar to our previous work, 23 if the cross-flow channel has significantly higher hydrodynamic resistance than that of the main delivery channel, Q/q stays relatively constant throughout the large array, ensuring Q/q at each trap being in a proper range for trapping single cells. By varying the length (L), width (w), and depth (h gap ) of the trapping area and the overall depth of the main channel (h mc ) (Figure 2a ), we were able to empirically determine the optimal geometry for trapping Jurkat cells (9 ( 1 μm diameter) (Figure 2b) . Figure 2b presents the experimentally determined probability for a trap to be filled (blue circles) as well as the probability for single-cell occupancy (red diamonds). A low resistance ratio results in all traps being occupied, at the cost of having multiple cells per trap (Figure 2c ). For high resistance ratios, the flow going through the trap is not sufficient for optimal loading, resulting in very few traps being occupied, but when occupied, only one cell is present (Figure 2e ). At the optimal ratio, 93% ( 2% of the traps are occupied with 94% ( 1% of the occupied traps containing a single cell (Figure 2d and movies in Supporting Information).
Using the same optimized device, we were also able to trap efficiently various cell types (e.g., primary T cells and mouse embryonic stem cells with sizes varying from 8 to 20 μm), suggesting that the optimal resistance ratio is conserved in this size range. In addition, loading efficiency is independent of the initial cell concentration; cell concentration only affects loading time, with high concentrations loading faster. For 10 000 cells at 5 Â 10 6 cells 3 mL À1 , full loading of a chamber takes less than a minute at a flow rate of 1 μL 3 h À1 . At lower flow rates, loading time is longer and cells tend to settle in the inlet reservoir. For flow rates above 6 μL 3 h À1 , cells will experience high shear stress and sometimes squeeze through the 1.8 μm deep shallow channel, but the time saved is not significant, so in normal use of the device, we chose a flow rate of 1À2 μL 3 h À1 . We also note that an additional benefit of this trap array design is the sequential capture of incoming cells (movies in Supporting Information), preventing undesirable cell loss. Of a small number of cells (e.g., 100 cells) entering the cell trap chamber, all cells will be effectively captured. This could be especially useful for precious sample capturing, where the tolerance of cell loss is very low.
On-Chip Microscopy and Cell Study. We showed that this microfluidic platform can successfully capture and immobilize both fixed and live cells (Figure 3 ). To ensure trapping and perfusion rate do not induce undesirable shear stress for longterm studies, we also performed a viability study on chip. Jurkat cells were loaded into the chip and perfused with medium for up to 24 h in a microcontrolled chamber. After 24 h, 94% of Jurkat cells were still viable by live/dead stain, comparable to conventional cell culture techniques in flasks. Viability was also observed to be uniform throughout the trap array chamber, suggesting the absence of high-shear stress zones in the chamber and the compatibility of the chip with long-term dynamic studies.
Another advantage of the device is that the high trap density allows for imaging large number of cells. For very bright signals, such as a DNA stain or calcium staining with Fluo3, low NA (low magnification) objectives can be used, and up to 800 single cells can be monitored in a field of view (Figure 3a) . In a typical flow cytometry experiment, 1000 to 10 000 data points are collected. However, these 1000 data points correspond to 1000 different individual cells. With our chip and 1000 cells, we are able to collect 1000 data points per time point, therefore increasing the experimental throughput and reaching similar statistical significance as flow cytometry.
The microfluidic chip is also compatible with immunostaining. Fixation, permeabilization, immunostaining, and necessary wash steps can be performed on chip following standard protocol after cells are loaded into the traps. It is also possible to capture already immunostained cells, although chances of having multiple cells per trap increase due to the increased probability of adhesion of fixed cells to each other or to the device. Figure 3b presents Jurkat cells immunostained off-chip for calnexin (endoplasmic reticulum), profilin-1 (cytoplasmic cytoskeletal protein), and Hoechst (nucleus) and imaged by confocal microscopy. Cells trapped in microwells are not always compatible with high-magnification imaging due to the depth of the substrate forming the wells. In contrast, in our chip, cells are always located next to the coverslip, enabling high spatial resolution imaging of a few single cells at high magnification (Figure 3b) . Because the cells are also at known locations on the chip in an arrayed format, thousands of cells can be imaged in one single device repeatedly.
One advantage over flow cytometry is that our microfluidic chip coupled with real-time microscopy allows tracking of dynamic behavior of hundreds of cells and monitoring temporal changes within single cells, which cannot be measured by flow cytometry. As a proof of concept, we performed live cell imaging of intracellular calcium concentration in Jurkat cells (Figure 3c) . Two hundred trapped cells in a single chamber, loaded with a fluorescent intracellular dye specific for unbound calcium, were imaged every 3 s for duration of 15 min. The heat map presented in Figure 3c highlights heterogeneity in behaviors of individual clonal cells. About 25% of these cells exhibited calcium oscillations under resting conditions, and removal of extracellular calcium abolished the oscillations in all of these cells. The oscillations are asynchronous and may arise from random fluctuations in ER calcium channel clustering 25 rather than controlled periodic homeostatic behavior.
The trap arrays can also be easily integrated with upstream microfluidic components capable of multiplexing experiments, where cells are exposed to different extracellular conditions on a single chip. To demonstrate this capability, we coupled the cell trap chambers with a linear serial dilution generator 26 to expose each chamber to a different concentration of the stimulus.
By fluorescence measurement, the gradient of concentration was observed to be linear and not disturbed by the high resistance of the loaded cell traps (Figure 4b, inset) . After cells containing Fluo-3 were loaded, more than 1000 individual cells were monitored for an hour after the addition of different concentrations of the calcium ionophore ionomycin. Ionomycin increases intracellular calcium via mobilization of both extracellular and intracellular calcium stores 27 in T cells. As expected, increased concentration of stimulus led to increased average intracellular calcium concentration (Figure 4b) . Interestingly, when individual cells are monitored, it appears that only a fraction of the cell population is responding to the stimulus (Figure 4c,d) , and the fraction of responding cells increases linearly with increasing concentration of stimulus (R 2 = 0.88), as shown by unsupervised clustering for each chamber in Figure 4c and Table 1 ; however, cell response was not correlated to position in the array or to the presence of oscillations prior to stimulation. This observation of partial calcium response of a cell population to external stimulus is not unprecedented; as reported for clonal human embryonic kidney 293 cells when challenged with caffeine, only 40% respond with an elevation in intracellular calcium due to endogenous protein expression levels. 28 Cellular response in terms of amplitude and duration of cytoplasmic calcium influx was not dependent on the respective position in the array. In addition, cells in the bottom rows receive the stimulus with minimal delay compared to cells in top rows of the array ( Figure S1 in Supporting Information), 
